Innovation in the occupational health physician profession requires the development of a work collective to improve the efficiency of MSD prevention
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Abstract. Given the ageing population of occupational health physicians and the deteriorating situation of employee health, reforms targeting the multi-disciplinary nature of occupational health are currently being drawn up. These are of great concern to doctors in terms of the future of occupational health, notably with regard to changing medical practices. The objective of this study is to explore the actual practices of occupational health physicians within the framework of MSD prevention in France. By analysing the activity of occupational health physicians, we could gain a better understanding of the coordination between those involved in OHS with the ultimate goal being to improve prevention. Based on an analysis of peer activity, this method made it possible to push beyond pre-constructed discourse. According to activity theories, it is through others that the history and controversies of a profession can be grasped and skills developed. The results produced by these collective discussions on activity analysis contributed to establish a collective point of view about the important aspects of their profession that need defending and the variations in professional genre in relation to the current reforms, notably.
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1. Introduction

The number of cases of MSD has been steadily increasing for several years and is today a priority for occupational health and prevention at international level. In France, in 2008, 36,926 cases of MSD were covered by the national health structure. The number of new cases of MSD covered by national health has been growing by 13% a year since 1995. MSD represents the primary cause of occupational illness in Europe and France (source: Eurostat) engendering substantial human and socio-economic costs.2

To counter this plague, the production of knowledge in biomechanics, physiology, epidemiology, ergonomics and, more recently, in work psychology, has striven to improve the etiology of this phenomenon (notably the link between physical and psychological aspects). Research on prevention possibilities has been mainly geared towards secondary and tertiary prevention (improvements to tools and workstations to keep people at work and training in the correct body movements). However, improvements to primary prevention have been insufficient, even though workstation and work organisation-related risk factors have been clearly identified [1, 2].

As revealed by the latest international scientific discussions (PREMUS 2010 congress, 3rd French-speaking congress), today research needs to produce knowledge about the action produced through ergonomic intervention work [3, 4, 5] and assessment of its effectiveness for prevention [6]. It appears necessary to better understand the conditions for implementing ergonomic action and the room for manoeuvre available for setting up effective, lasting prevention [7]. Indeed, successful ergonomic intervention in the occupational health field depends greatly on the conditions in which this intervention is set up and the eagerness of professionals [8] to become involved in a prevention project according to company context and institutional occupational health and safety systems.

Our research on the lasting prevention of MSD [7] pointed to the role of the occupational health physician as one of the professionals able to make ergonomic intervention work more effective. When the aim is to set up lasting prevention in a company, the occupational health physician would appear to be a determining stakeholder in that he or she is able to paint a precise picture of worker health and acts as a whistleblower with respect to the employer and the company occupation health, safety and working conditions committee [9]. Yet, out of the 30 company cases studied, the occupational health physician practices observed proved to be highly diverse: distant positions, conflict situations, investments in partnerships, etc. There are several reasons for this heterogeneity in practices: a lack of training in MSD risk diagnosis, employee monitoring that is not always possible, insufficient participation in company design or change projects, etc. Indeed, it is more a question of occupational health physicians lacking the means of involving the medical field in companies, rather than their inability to do their job, which is how many internal or external company stakeholders perceive the situation.

As part of new research on occupational health physician MSD prevention practices, financed by the French National Research Agency (ANR), we have tried to better understand the activity of this key professional. The aim is to study how effective and lasting MSD prevention might be set up by exploring potential room for manoeuvre.

2. The context of occupational health in France

Within the framework of occupational health and prevention in France, occupational health physicians play an essential role: they collect occupational health data from the complaints expressed by employees during their medical check-up or filed on nurses’ registers, they provide information on occupational health statements, they deliver certificates of fitness with restrictions, they provide advice when employees return to work, they follow up employees returning to work, they help to adapt jobs or workstations, etc. In France, occupational health physicians have two types of activity. One is medical and involves them seeing employees in their surgery – recruitment medical visits, yearly or two-yearly check-ups and consultation following a long period of sick leave – and the other concerns in-company actions. The latter activity accounts for 1/3 of their time (they attend company occupational health, safety and working conditions committee meetings, help with the design of workstations, provide information and raise awareness about professional risks, etc.).

While their framework of action is defined by their missions, occupational health physicians are not
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2 In France in 2008, 8.4 million working days lost and 787 million euros in expenses covered through company national insurance contributions.
always able to act in all situations. For example, company managers are sometimes helpless faced with the MSD phenomenon and the difficulty of introducing improvements. As for employees, they are sometimes afraid to lose their job and therefore hide their pain from the physician. Then there are external partners in charge of performing maintenance and adaptation work on equipment. As their workload is often too high, the delays caused lead to the desocialisation of employees on sick leave. As well as the difficulty finding solutions to such problems, occupational health physicians are alone as they strive to fulfil the contradicting requirements of their activity (for example, signing a cleaning lady’s certificate of fitness when the employee clearly suffers from MSD but is afraid to lose her job). Faced with situations where there are conflicting goals or conflicts between ends and means, occupational health physicians are forced to question their choices and decisions with respect to a company or an employee on a daily basis. Often prevented from performing their activity, occupational health physicians experience mental suffering similar to that of general practitioners [10]. Their situation is all the more difficult given that they have very few opportunities to discuss the dilemmas of their activity with their peers. Indeed, whether they are employed by an inter-company occupational health department or work in a company with a prevention service, these health physicians very rarely meet up with each other except within the framework of a few specific projects. The solitary nature of the occupational medicine profession is wearing on the health physicians exercising it [11].

In spite of this, occupational medicine is a constant topic of discussion within the professional community and is subject to controversy when big meetings are organised, such as the national occupational health conference or professional discussion meetings supported by various associations (SMT, Cisme, etc.). Many of the socio-political debates about occupational health approaches revolve around occupational medicine [12]: specialist medicine, prevention or occupational health medicine, changes to risk prevention approaches to make them more effective, etc. Thus, understanding occupational health physicians’ scope of action in the prevention of MSD is an important challenge for occupational health ergonomists. The job of occupational health physician is constantly changing in terms of professional practices owing to technical and organisational transformations in companies (ongoing change, introduction of new technologies, etc.) and changes to working populations (ageing, increasing unfitness, job feminisation, etc.).

In response to physicians’ difficulties acting on prevention, several reforms have been introduced one after the other, notably focusing on greater interdisciplinarity as a means of managing the limits of the French prevention system [13, 14]. The future of occupational medicine in France has been further undermined by the fact that demographic changes to the profession will prevent it from being practiced in the same way in the future. New jobs have also appeared in the prevention field (occupational risk prevention officers) and complex risk prevention problems such as MSD or psychosocial risks require a multi-disciplinary approach drawing on various skills. These changes call into question the action of prevention officers and their role in prevention and that of occupational health physicians according to different forms of logic [15]: whistle-blowing logic, management logic and prevention logic.

Coordination between the different stakeholders is still far from reflecting a multidisciplinary approach based on each professional’s skills and creating new forms of prevention action. Integrating occupational health and prevention logic into corporate in-house logic, such as profitability, production, continuous improvement and quality, is still a difficult accomplishment [16]. Given the diversity of stakeholders, it is not surprising that the conditions for involving occupational health physicians are difficult. It is not going to be easy for occupational health physicians to collaborate with the other professionals. This collaboration will have to be built up over time. It will require adjustments in the coordination between health and safety professionals and their corporate intervention work but also in occupational health physicians’ participation in company change projects and their relations with decision-makers, management and designers. This is why it is important to clearly identify the activity of occupational health physicians in order to implement effective cooperation for improved MSD prevention.

3. Objectives and theoretical framework

The objective of this research is to show that innovation in a profession requires the development of a work collective. It involves participating in the development of health physicians’ skills to help them adapt their job to their activity. By building
collectives of peers, physicians will be able to recognise what they do in the activity of others and this will help them to create room for manoeuvre in their efforts to prevent MSD. Faced with the challenge of creating new resources, we shall show that collective discussions about the traces of their activity will lead the health physicians to develop a collective point of view, and hence contribute to innovation in their field and the construction of their own health.

Three theoretical frameworks are used here in relation to the definition of this objective: (1) social innovation, (2) activity theories and, finally, (3) the notion of work collective.

(1) Traditionally, innovation in ergonomics is addressed through the field of work system design. It refers to a creative activity: instrumental genesis [17], inventiveness process [18], dialogism and mutual learning [19], and anticipation of the future [20]. In the design field, innovation is often the result of cooperation between designers in relation to users [21]. The meeting between worlds in the design activity is a challenge for innovation [22].

But innovation is also rarely addressed outside of technical or production aspects, notably from the point of view of society and the social and professional developments of jobs and employment. In this article, innovation approaches in ergonomics will be reviewed through the notion of social innovation in order to better understand the role of collectives in the innovation process of a profession.

Situated outside of market concerns and based on the notion of sharing, social innovation consists in developing new responses to partially satisfied or unfulfilled social or environmental needs by encouraging all the stakeholders involved (public, private and civil) to cooperate. The notion of innovative society refers to the ability of societies to see themselves as targets of innovation, beyond the organisations traditionally dedicated to innovation such as public and private R&D organisations. Social innovation is initiated by stakeholders to respond to an aspiration, meet a need, provide a solution or benefit from an opportunity for action in order to modify social relations, transform an action framework or put forward new cultural ideas. In this definition, innovation is the fruit of collective work and creates well-being in the stakeholders. In ergonomics, innovation in work is linked to enabling environments, such as the development of new skills and knowledge or the extension of means to take action.

(2) Activity ergonomics is being developed on the international scene and is part of many discussions with other disciplines interested in the concept of activity. According to Wisner [19], activity is built by a given operator as a response to a given context. In this sense, activity is performed in specific contexts that vary according to their material, organisational and social dimensions and involve the operator using their body and mind to strive towards the dual objective of effectiveness and health.

In the Activity Theory movement, based on thinking supported by the historic-cultural school, notably promoted by Vygotski and Léontiev, activity is the product of the history of a subject and its social surroundings. From this viewpoint, activity is not only the result of an action but “the widening of the field of action is a typical and fundamental characteristic of human development” [18]. Activity encompasses something broader than action and operations.

In other words, individual activity is constructed within social activity and, in exchange, social activity enables individual activity to develop. There is no subject activity that does not concern the appropriation of socially constructed worlds and knowledge and that does not refer to people’s subjectivity. The subject’s ability to act [22] depends on this psychological and social function, in other words on the possibilities to “recreate the outside from the inside” in the subject’s activity.

A subject’s power to act stemming from a work collective raises new questions about the conditions for creating room for manoeuvre.

(3) Collective activity, in the strict sense of the term, is defined as the performance of a task leading to actions coordinated by several operators: collective activity is not a medley of individual activities but the joint performance of the same task by several operators, in places and times that may be common or different. This definition only explains part of collective activity, i.e. that of the work collective whose forms may vary (co-action, cooperation, collaboration or mutual aid between operators as work is performed). Indeed, collective activity is broader than a work collective. It includes the work collective inside which the operator is integrated and acts [23].

In the case of occupational health physicians, activity is above all individual and the work collective can have varying degrees of development. The occupational health physician may belong to a
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3 Innovation is not a linear process but a process whereby diversified stakeholders confront each other (Callon, 1986)
team in an occupational health department comprising other health physicians or other multidisciplinary professionals. This does not mean that any collective work is performed or that a work collective actually exists.

The notion of work collective is relatively recent and polysemous. A work collective exists when several workers strive to complete a common work according to their own action rules and professional rules. The work collective is set up inside and by this rule-producing activity, which corresponds to a set of goals other than those defined by the task. The work collective requires that the different professions solve their own internal conflicts by building genres before they can be attuned to each other.

From this point of view, the work collective may be present in the individual activity of an occupational health physician in the way the physician regulates internal and external disturbances to the work situation. When integrated into individual activity, the work collective is a resource for physicians as they perform their daily prevention action. It enables them to find a way out of the dilemmas encountered in their activity and provides them with a means of getting around prevented activity. From the perspective of action, the articulation between individual activities and collective activities aims to maintain production and health objectives. In other words, collective activity makes it possible to regulate the efficiency of occupational health physicians through processes of experience pooling and sharing.

4. Methods

Our research is based on the objective to develop the activity of occupational health physicians. To do this, we set up two groups of volunteer occupational health physicians from different occupational health departments in a region of France.

The groups were composed as follows: one was a “mixed” group comprising 8 physicians (2 men and 6 women, 2 of whom were under the age of 55 and 6 were over 55), from several departments belonging to the same inter-company group, while the other was made up of 6 women physicians (2 of whom were under the age of 55 and 4 of whom were older than 55) belonging to the same inter-company department.

Based on peer activity analysis, the method enabled us to go beyond preconstructed discourse, which tends to undermine discussions about operating modes, prevented actions linked to contexts and relations with the employees and employer, and experience strategies. Indeed, according to activity theories, it is in others that the history and controversies of a profession can be grasped and skills developed.

With the objective of confronting the physicians with the traces of their activity, each physician was observed individually during their medical interviews with employees or during in-company actions for a minimum of one working day and a maximum of seven working days according to a protocol defined by the national physicians’ association and national data protection commission. In all, the physicians’ consultation activity was observed for over 200 hours and the other one-third of their activity for roughly 100 hours.

After being shown to the physician observed during a simple self-confrontation interview, the observation trace material collected was used in discussions with the two volunteer physicians’ collectives. Overall, 17 discussion sessions were held with the physicians. These focused on the practices observed: consultation, occupational health, safety and working conditions (OHS) committee, workstation/job design, and keeping employees in their jobs. These collective discussions about how they performed their activity provided each physician with openings in terms of what they could do in their MSD prevention activity.

The methods used to trigger peer discussions based on the traces of the physicians’ activity were the cross self-confrontation and allo-confrontation methods. The first consists in developing a professional dialogue within the collective [22]: the idea is to ask a fellow colleague taking part in the method to comment on the activity of somebody else, who is also confronted with his or her own activity sequences. The second method consists in getting a group of participants to talk about the activity of one or several colleagues [24]. Using the observations made, both confrontation methods encouraged the collective to discuss their rules for action and for the profession as a whole.

5. Results of the collective discussions about skills development

The discussions produced by these peer collectives led to several results in terms of developing the physicians’ MSD prevention skills. We shall focus
here on four results: 1/ formalisation of experience, 2/ creation of new resources, 3/ existence of a space for managing emotions, 4/ construction of a place of debate for the re-definition of rules.

(1) The discussions between the physicians according to their age and experience and according to their work context fostered their awareness of each others’ practices, notably the importance of what the physicians say and write in their relationship with the employer, the way they listen to the employee and communicate with him or her, the way they use the legislative context, etc.

(2) The discussions made it possible not only to underline the experience of each physician but also helped to pass on this experience. By integrating the words of others in their own thinking, the occupational health physicians were able to increase their room for manoeuvre. In other words, by getting to know the practices of others, they were able to create new resources and open up to other ways of acting in their work situation: creating more opportunities for contact with the OHS committee, talking about handicapping situations with employees to change their representation of a disabled worker, changing the way they examine MSD by making it less systematic and based more on the information collected during their consultation with the employee, switching from a general medicine model (with a systematic medical exam) to an occupational health physician model (more time allotted in the interview with the employee to their work organisation and relations with colleagues, for example), or reorganising the consultation procedure (starting the discussion about work and then moving on to health problems).

(3) Although these collective discussions created openings for new possibilities in the physicians’ activity, they also acted as a space for managing emotions and providing the physicians with reassurance. The physicians were able to come out of their isolation and talk with the others about their suffering in difficult work situations (rejection or manipulation of the employer making the physician feel uncomfortable in their relationship with other people in the company, including the employees, paradoxical situations and the impossibility of acting). The discussions encouraged them to share the dilemmas of their profession and realise that occupational health physicians do not always have the solution. They called into question some physicians’ defence and self-protection strategies, such as not going to meetings with the OHS committee or avoiding any contact with the company.

(4) The discussions produced by the physicians’ collectives focused mainly on the way to redefine rules as a means of achieving effective MSD prevention. This redefining of rules appears to be a means of increasing occupational health physicians’ room for manoeuvre in their daily activity. Given that these rules are the result of collective discussions and are shared by all, the room for manoeuvre afforded is all the greater.

Let us now take an example to show how the debates about activity within work collectives encourage the physicians to develop skills.

The observation extract below is from an OHS committee meeting in a supermarket, attended by a women physician of over 55 years of age. When the subject of occupational accidents and their causes is brought up at the start of the meeting by the safety officer, the occupational health physician does not contribute her analysis of the organisational factors likely to result in various accidents, including lumbago. The atmosphere in this meeting is tense and the physician speaks little. She answers the questions that the members ask her and attempts several times to bring up the question of work in the discussion but nobody really listens to her. At the end of the meeting, a conflict erupts between the physician and the committee members concerning one employee whom the physician has pronounced unfit. This was not an item on the agenda. More specifically, the occupational health physician does not satisfy the committee members’ request for help invoking the requirements of medical secrecy and arguing that she cannot talk about the employee in the public space formed by the OHS committee.

The discussions between the occupational health physician and the committee members were read out entirely to the collective according to the order of exchanges and the timing of the meeting. For example:

Manager: Can you back us up with proposals?
Occupational health physician: I am not familiar with your workstations, so I’m not the best person to back you up.
Manager: I don’t agree. We’ve adopted an approach to relocate employees, but the different people involved (including the occupational health physician) need to study the possibilities. Underlying that, there’s the joint committee that decides on disability and then informs us if we’ve looked into all the possibilities. What type of job she
can do. What modifications. We need to have some ideas to go on, we’re not qualified to do that yet.

**Occupational health physician:** We have training with a legal expert. It’s our job to suggest ideas, that’s my responsibility. It’s up to the employer to say whether there are any jobs without exposure and or whether the job can be adapted. It’s not up to me to say which job.

When the physicians analyse what the physician says to the OHS committee in this situation, the physician observed realises that she has not properly explained what the correct space is for a discussion about the employee’s unfitness. Because the OHS members perceive the physician to be uncooperative in this situation, they do not support the physician and question her authority, which is a source of considerable stress for the physician.

Let us now look at an extract of some of the discussions between this observed physician and a colleague with similar experience during a cross self-confrontation meeting about this situation:

**Observed physician:** They wanted to get me to talk about something when it was the wrong place to do so. Coming back to the young girl herself, I could have talked to them about her, but she would have had to have been present together with management. I meant to say behind closed doors, not in a public meeting. From a physician’s point of view, it’s not a place where you talk about relocating employees. From a deontological point of view, that was the stance I took.

**Colleague:** I’ve also found myself in several situations having to say “you’re asking me to do something and I’m saying no.” And the employer always takes it really badly. And that makes me wonder about my role as an occupational health physician. If they want to see us backing them up (in the sense of creating a relationship with the employer), are there times when we can say NO right from the start? I’m often like you, they ask me and I say we’re not in the right thing. But if they ask me to do something that isn’t in line with my missions, perhaps that’s because I need to re-explain what my missions are.

When this cross self-confrontation exchange is shown to the physicians’ collective, the discussion turns to the position of the occupational health physician within the OHS committee, the drafting of OHS committee reports and the management of emotions. For example:

**Observed physician:** Can we go even further?... Ask for our remarks to be added to the OHS committee report? I should write down what I said and pass it on.

**Colleague 2:** Sometimes it’s the representatives who take notes and then it’s thrown back in our face. I tell them they shouldn’t write that, the employees get to read it and it’s a bit personal sometimes about illnesses.

**Colleague 3:** The problem is that whatever’s said or written doesn’t go down well. D’you think, J., that if you give them a written document, they’ll refuse to put it in the report?

**Observed physician:** I don’t know, I could try it in the next OHS committee meeting.

Here, we can see the extent to which the collective exchange contributes to producing room for manoeuvre for this physician who feels helpless. It also fosters the development of skills for all of the other physicians. For example, let us take what the professionals say after the collective discussion work based on the traces of their activity:

**Colleague:** It helps me to understand better why I acted like that, to realise the way I go about things, which I wasn’t necessarily aware of.

**Observed physician:** It goes even further than the way we do things. At given moments in specific situations, it helps to develop strategies that you don’t have.

The prevention of MSD should be situated in a much broader set of activities during which the occupational health physician interacts with the company. This is a subject of discussion between the occupational health physicians as they talk about what stance they should adopt in this working space. Through this discussion the physician is no longer alone deciding how to exercise his or her profession. The exercise is a collective one, spanning different possible stances and furnishing the means for a debate about the role of the occupational health physician in MSD prevention with other prevention specialists and company representatives.

### 6. Discussion about innovation and work collectives

This methodological approach allowed the occupational health physicians involved to set up a collective point of view about the important aspects of their profession that need to be recognised and the variants of this professional genre, notably in relation to the reforms taking place. It also made it possible for the physicians to identify actions leading to more effective MSD prevention. The innovation process triggered by the creation of these physicians’ collectives allows the physicians involved in the project to tell their colleagues and other prevention specialists about what is specific to their job as a
physician compared with other occupational health professionals:
- action occurs during the consultation and has an indirect impact on the organisation of work and the relations between stakeholders
- maintaining the health-work link during consultations has a positive impact on the employee
- consultation and in-company actions are entirely linked in the physician’s activity and cannot be separated.
- the occupational health physician’s intervention is long term unlike that of other outside professionals
- the working instruments should be transformed into action to contribute to effectiveness and efficiency (unfitness, sharing of computer files, company files, etc.).

In any profession, innovation requires the development of a work collective. However, our research is limited in that the comparison of the two peer groups set up shows that they did not really form work collectives in the strict sense of the term. For the first, where collective work had been developed around the creation of a procedure for employees returning to work, a work collective was indeed formed. For the other, where there had been no prior collective work, the collective emerged with greater difficulty, notably with the departure of one of the members of the group during the action-research project.

To conclude, the evaluation of professional practices and multidisciplinarity should be designed with the objective of setting up lasting and effective MSD prevention. This research work invites us to use the creation of a work collective (comprising occupational health physicians in this case) to debate the real professional activity of its members and then work towards setting up cooperation work with different professionals.
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